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Well our conference is done and dusted and what a popular event that was. It is five years 

since NZAAA fielded such a big crowd and in conjunction with our Australian counterparts, 

we made for a full house. In this edition you can read about: 

• Conference 2015 

• New Committee 

• International News 

• Health and Safety rubber meets the road 

• Insurance benefits from AIRCARE™ 

• Toolbox and first Fixed Wing AG Safety Bulletin 

• Last Word 

 

Conference 2015 

In spite of the Australian drought keeping many of them away, we still entertained some 

220 members at the Welcome Social. The NZAAA AGM also saw the biggest numbers in 

many years. But it was the programme that got members buzzing – not the numbers. 

Highlights were: 

• The Wire Avoidance and CRM Course which was run by AAAA’s Phil Hurst. Those 

who attended had nothing but praise for such a great course. The message from the 

Kiwis was, “Get Phil back next year - this course should be compulsory!” 

• Owen Dodson and Peter Travers ran a session titled Common Challenges and 

Common Solutions. Both NZ and Australia faced similar challenges and following this 

presentation it was obvious that both countries followed the same route of 

promoting best practice to secure their respective futures. Interestingly both 

countries developed their programmes completely independently yet both manage 

the following: Environmental threats, Health & Safety threats, SMS requirements 

and flight safety risks. About the only difference is in the names, AIMS and 

AIRCARE™. 

• Jewell in the crown was Dr Tony Kern’s session on Human Factors. Tony reasons that 

even with Certification, QMS and now SMS, the reason that all sectors of aviation 

worldwide have plateaued in their attempts to lower accident rates is because not 

enough emphasis is being put on pilot performance. His view is that pilots have to 

take more ownership and strive for perfection in everything they do and they start 

this process by being absolutely compliant with flight safety rules (CAR’s). They have 

to stop normalising deviancy from rules and practice making no mistakes. There was 

much more than this but you could have heard a pin drop in the room for a full one 



and a half hours. Tony is an expert in human factors in high risk industries. He is also 

an expert in making you ask questions about yourself. Tony was brought to NZ to 

help pilots make the safety changes that were identified in the 2013 AG SRP. 

• Bruce Peterson delivered a very moving report on the implications of an accident – 

both financial and emotional. 

•  Martin Hawes presented on financial stability in retirement and how to go about 

releasing capital out of your business.  

• Garth Galloway talked about Health and Safety responsibilities and what Directors 

must do to avoid prosecution when things go wrong 

 

But these were just the highlights. If you want an accurate report on just how good this 

year’s conference was, ask anyone who was there. Yes there was a downside and we do not 

need to dwell on certain behaviour at the Gala Dinner! 

 

New Committee 

 

The new committee is Chair Alan Beck, Vice Chair Rick Graham, Committeemen Andrew 

Hogarth, Bruce Peterson, Rick Graham, Rick Harding, John Funnell, Davin Mudford, Richard 

Donnelly. 

 

International News 

 

From a three year old AgAir Update we learn: Bad news in Europe. After several years of 

fighting against a ridiculous law, aerial spraying is banned in Europe. In France, we have 

some derogation on rice, bananas, maize and vineyard, but with so many restrictions I 

estimate in less than two years it will be ended.  

Guess what, France recently banned Ag Aviation........... 

 

Health & Safety rubber meets the road 

I’m picking most of you will know about the unfortunate accident in Canterbury last year 

when a respected farmer lost his life after being injured by an aircraft loader. That case was 

recently in court and the aerial company was fined at the low end of the spectrum because 

the court accepted it had taken most of the practical steps possible to minimise the accident 

and also that the way it operated was in accordance with current industry best practice. 

They were fined 31k and required to pay 65K reparation.  

All Directors of a company can be held liable when there is an H&S accident/incident. Garth 

Galloway kindly provided the following link which you can use to provide yourself and your 

family some assurance that you are meeting your obligations. 



See Good Governance Practices Guideline for Managing Health and Safety Risks at 

https://www.iod.org.nz/Portals/0/Publications/Good%20Governance%20Practices%20Guid

eline.pdf. 

 

Insurance benefits from AIRCARE™ 

 

Boston Marks’ Pat McLauchlan made it clear at the NZHA Conference day that insurers 

supported the AIRCARE™ Programme and that they are offering premium concessions to 

those who are accredited. Whilst the current low premium rates make this benefit minimal, 

when rates return to normal the benefit will be very obvious. 

 

Toolbox 

 

• Last month we told you about the wire campaign being run by Dean Lithgow. We 

figure that $100 per Ag aircraft would see this year long advertising campaign to 

fruition. So if you can fund this amount we encourage you to send it to our special 

Aviation NZ Account Number 03 0502 0013493 001. If you want a GST Invoice then 

email andrew.nicholson@aia.org.nz 

 

• NZAAA’s first Safety Bulletin is attached 

 

• The following books have been written by Tony Kern and are recommended reading 

for all in the industry: 

Redefining Airmanship 

Flight Discipline 

Going Pro 

Darker Shades of Blue: The Rogue Pilot 

Blue Threat: Why to Err is Inhuman 

All available at Amazon 

 

Last Word 

 

For people to improve their safety performance they need to understand themselves. The 

books listed above will greatly assist that understanding. 

 

As always, send any feedback to sinclairjg@gmail.com and remember 

 

    
Let’s make a difference 

and lose no lives this year 


